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In 1954 Lorentz and Erdo s showed that there are very thin sets of positive
integers complementary to the set of primes. In particular, there is an AN with
(i) A(x)=*[ax, a # A]Rln2 x
and
(ii) every nn0 can be written as n=a+ p, a # A, p prime.
Erdo s conjectured that the bound (i) could be sharpened to o(ln2 x) or even
O(ln x). In the present paper it is proved that there are sets A with
A(x)Rh(x) ln ln x } ln x (h tending to  arbitrarily slowly)
such that (ii) is fulfilled for almost all n.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
About 40 years ago Erdo s [1] and Lorentz [2] showed the existence of
thin sets of positive integers, complementary to the set P of primes. Erdo s’
result says that there is a set AN with
A(x)=*[a # A, ax]Rln2 x, (1.1)
such that all sufficiently large n # N can be written as n=a+ p
(a # A, p # P). Lorentz’s general theorem only gives Rln3 x. But if one, like
Erdo s, uses Hoheisel’s prime number theorem, Lorentz’s method also
yields Rln2 x. Erdo s conjectured that o(ln2 x) or even Rln x could be
attained. But this seems to be a very hard problem.
If one is content with the representation of almost all n then the best
possible bound Rln x can almost be reached. Further, one can find such
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Theorem 1. Let h : R+  R+ be a function, monotonically increasing to
infinity. There is a set P$ of primes with
P$(x)Rh(x)(ln2 x)4 ln x (ln2 x=ln ln x)
such that all even n, save at most RA x ln&A x exceptions x (A>0 any
positive constant) can be written as
n= p+ p$ ( p # P, p$ # P$).
The set A=P$+[ p$+1, p$ # P$] obviously is an almost complementary set
of P with RA x ln&A x exceptions.
If one allows o(x) exceptions then a bit more can be proved.
Theorem 2. Let h be as in Theorem 1. There exists a set P$P with
P$(x)Rh(x) ln2 x ln x such that all even n with at most o(x) exceptions x
can be written as
n= p+ p$ ( p # P, p$ # P).
The constants cj occuring in the proof will be positive and, if nothing else is
mentioned, absolute. The same holds for the O- and R-constants. p will
always denote primes.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
2.1. Let 0<c1<25, A>0, NN0(A), I=(N, 2N], J=(2N, N1+c1].
J is split up into &0 R In N intervals J&=(K& , K&+1], K&+12K& . Let M&
be a set of even integers m # J& with
M&=*M&K& ln&A N. (2.1)
For p # I put










The following statement can be proved in the usual manner by means of
the HardyLittlewood method and bounds for exponential sums with
primes over short intervals (Zhan [4], Thms. 2 and 3).
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For all even m # J save at most K& ln&A&1 N exceptions we have
*[( p, p$), p # I, p$ # P, p+ p$=m]c3N ln&2 N.
Combined with (2.1) this gives (2.2).






&3 N ln22 N. (2.3)
By means of Selberg’s sieve (see HalberstamRichert [3], Thm. 5.7) one
sees, for m1{m2 # M& ,
*[ p # I, m1& p # P, m2& p # P]
c5 N ln&3 N `
p | m1m2(m1&m2)
(1& p&1)&2
c6 N ln&3 N ln22 N,
and
*[ p # I, m1& p # P]c7 N ln&2 N ln2 N.
This implies (2.3).
2.4. There are constants c8 and c9 such that
*[ p # I, f&( p)c8M& ln&1 N]c9N ln&1 N ln&22 N, (2.4.1)
For the proof put, with c8 and c10 to be chosen later,
B1=c8 M& ln&1 N, B2=c10M& ln&1 N ln22 N.
Then we have, if c10 is sufficiently large,
:
p # I, f&( p)>B2





f 2&( p)B2 :
p # I&, f&( p)>B2
f&( p) 12 c2c10M
2
& N ln
&3 N ln22 N
which contradicts (2.3) if c10>2c4c&12 . Equation (2.4.2) and a weak form
of the prime number theorem imply
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p # I, f&( p)B1
+ :
p # I, B1< f&( p)B2
+ :
p # I, B2< f&( p)
f&( p)
2N ln&1 N } B1+B2*[ p # I, f&( p)>B1]+ 12c2M&N ln
&2 N
 34c2 M&N ln
&2 N+B2*[ p # I, f&( p)>B1],
if c8 is sufficiently small. This, combined with (2.2), gives (2.4.1).
2.5. The following statement may be regarded as a modified reduction
step in Lorentz’s method. Let M& (& runs through a subset of the integers
&0) be sets as in (2.1). Let P* be a set of primes # I with
*[ p # I"P*]Rln2 N.
There exist c11 and a set P # P* with
*P c11 ln32 N, (2.5.1)
such that for all &&0 (for which M& is given) we have a p& # P with
f&( p&)=*[m # M& , m& p& # P ]c8M& ln&1 N. (2.5.2)
In the proof Erdo s’ [1] combinatorial idea is used. Let { denote a subset
of P* with D=[c11 ln32 N] elements (c11 will finally be chosen sufficiently
small). Let T be the number of all such sets {, and let E& be the number
of sets { that contain no p # P* with f&( p)c8M& ln&1 N. Then, using (2.4)




&1 N ln&22 N]




=exp \&c11 ln32 N } c92 ln22 N+O(1)+
ln&2 N, if c115c9 .
Therefore, almost all sets { have the required property.
2.6. The statement in Section 2.5 can be used for Lorentz’s inductive
process. We start with
M&=M&, 0=[m # J& , m#0(2)] (&&0),
P*=P0*=P & I.
Then P =P 1 can be chosen according to (2.5.1) and (2.5.2). Select, for all
&, a p& # P 1 with maximal f&( p&). Put
M&, 1=M&, 0"[m # M&, 0 , m& p& # P], P1*=P0*"P 1 ,
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and so on. Because of (2.5.2),
*M&, 1*M&, 0(1&c8 ln&1 N). (2.6)
As soon as, say after r steps, *M&, e is K& ln&A N for the first time, this
& can be omitted from the set of indices. However, this lower bound is
reached for all &&0 after at most c12(A) ln N ln2N steps. This shows that
there is a set P =P (N) of primes # I with
*P c13(A) ln N ln42 N,
such that for all x # (N1+c1 2, N 1+c1]
*[mx, m#0(2), m{ p+ p , p # P ]=0A(x ln&A x).
Letting A grow to infinity sufficiently slowly, we finally get the set P$ of
Theorem 1 as the union of appropriate sets P (N ).
3. Proof of Theorem 2
The proof of Theorem 2 runs on the same lines. Here, for =>0, we
require M&=K& instead of (2.1). In 2.3. one uses








Therefore in (2.4.1) the factor ln22 N can be omitted, and 2.5. works with
D=[c16(=) ln2 N]. In 2.6. only c17(=) ln N steps are necessary.
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